It is well known that despite some extensive computation [1], the only two known solutions to the Diophantine equation Therefore, it is of interest whether or not (2) has solutions other than these two and if so, how many. Since there are so few solutions known to (1), it seemed reasonable to conjecture that there would be only finitely many solutions to (2). If we change the sign of the third variable and divide through by six, we see that (2) is equivalent to b3 -b a -a + c -c or
It is well known that despite some extensive computation [1] , the only two known solutions to the Diophantine equation (1) a3 + b3 + c = 3
are a = b = c = 1, and a = b = 4, c --5. Professor Aubrey Kempner noted at a number theory seminar at the University of Colorado that these solutions also satisfy the equation (2) a3 + b3 + c = a + b + c.
Therefore, it is of interest whether or not (2) has solutions other than these two and if so, how many. Since there are so few solutions known to (1) , it seemed reasonable to conjecture that there would be only finitely many solutions to (2) . If we change the sign of the third variable and divide through by six, we see that (2) is equivalent to
Numbers of the form
had been studied by the ancients and had been given the name "Pyramidal" because of a curious geometric property which they possess [2] . It is also clear from (3) that we can define the pyramidal numbers, P" , as follows:
,. = (»t2).
•*>•
In view of the binomial theorem, they are the numbers in the fourth diagonal row of Pascal's triangle, a fact which makes the numerical computation of these numbers very easy. Therefore, the conjecture mentioned concerning (2) can be restated as follows: There is only a finite number of solutions to (4) PX + Py = P. .
The purpose of this paper is to indicate how the reasonableness of this conjecture was tested and how an examination of a table of solutions of (4) led to some interesting theoretical results. In particular, S. Chowla was able to prove that there are infinitely many solutions to (4) and hence to (2) [3] . Also, S. Segal could prove that the only solution to 2PX = Py is where x = 3 and y = 4 [4] .
The computation of the first 88 solutions of (4) was done with the help of V. Keiser on the C.D.C. 1604 digital computer at the National Bureau of Standards laboratories in Boulder, Colorado. The method used was systematically to determine for every pair of pyramidal numbers P" , Pm , m < 13,000, n < m, whether or not Pm -Pn was again pyramidal. If we let M = Pm -Pn it is necessary to determine whether
To do this, the following "hunting" procedure was employed: All the numbers Pi, Pi, • • ■ Pn were stored in the machine in ascending order of magnitude. Table 1 lists the first 88 solutions found using this program. It required approximately 6 hours of machine time.
It is interesting to note that although S. Chowla proved that there exist infinitely many solutions to (4), he by no means justified the great number of solutions that were found. By imposing extra relations on (2) he was able to reduce it to a Pellian equation which has infinitely many solutions that also satisfy (2) . Therefore, he Table 1   y   X   3  8  20  30  39  61  84  34  48   119  187  100  327  149  252  248  362  219  136  424  314  434  399  324  272  304  349  532  424  378  608  230  489  775  703  878  968  922  290  367  855  504  897  750   3   14  54  55  70  102  90  118  138  154  201  290  336  429  424  450  415  515  532  448  527  495  588  663  688  695  713  643  705  790  754  903  869  950  1064  1044  1001  1286  1430  1436  1343  1629  1621  1690   4  15  55  58  74  109  110  119  140  175  245  294  418  435  452  474  492  528  535  550  562   588   644   688  702  714  740  747  753  818  868  908  918  1098  1158  1220  1241  1428  1434  1444  1450  1645  1708  1738   1351  798  438  1146  1139  1609  1105  853  1103  1484  1089  834  528  1775  1484  2478  2099  729  2200  742  2116  2948  3138  2912  868  2252  5338  3570  1271  6152  1160  5300  5630  6340  4115  4015  7104  7062  2951  1328  7842  7294  8274  9050   1478  1818  2164  2072  2115  1941  2303  2417  2514  2584  2773  2958  3138   2954  3094  2726  3211  3595  3660  4415  4580  4408  4630  4838  6034  6390  5608  7154  7554  6586  8070  7284  7105  6788  8034  8910  7847  8094  10184  10568  10168  10618  10149  11100   1786  1868  2170  2183  2220  2256  2385  2452  2583  2738  2828  2980  3143  3154  3204  3286  3486  3605  3908  4422  4726  4810  5068  5167  6040  6482  6900  7439  7566  8034  8078  8120  8129  8280  8379  9174  9442  9592  10266  10575  11532  11660  11725  12824 found infinitely many solutions of a very special type, none of which, incidentally, appear in the table.* Two unsolved problems are to find a parametric representation * (Added in publication)
In the March 1961 issue of Elemente Der Mathematik, W. Sierpiñski has also shown that there are infinitely many such solutions. His proof, however, does yield two of the solutions in the table, namely x = 8, y = 14, z = 15 and x «■ 2912, y = 4838, z = 5167.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use which will give all the solutions to (2) and to find an asymptotic density function analogous to the prime number theorem. This latter problem can be more explicitly stated as follows: Let <t>(x) represent the number of integers n ^ x such that there exist positive integers a, b such that Pa + Pb = Pn.
Does there exist a continuous function g(x) such that <t>(x) ~ 0(2)? That is, Um-7-r-= 1.
The concept of pyramidal number can be generalized by defining the rth figúrate number of order n to be the binomial coefficient (5) /.,-C+r1)
In this notation the pyramidal number Px is f3,x ■ Work is now in progress to compute possible solutions to is x -n and y = n + 1. As we have seen, S. Segal has affirmatively confirmed this conjecture for n = 3. It was further noted upon examining a decimal print-out of the first 25,000 pyramidal numbers that the last digit repeated itself in a cycle of 20, i.e., (Note that (6) is a special case of the theorem where n = 3 and k = 10.)
